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About This Game

Hazen is an episodic Action/RPG The first episode is named "The Dark Whispers" and will bring some freshness in the world
of Hack'n Slash Games. Every single episode will be a "Stand alone" game with enough game-play and high re-play value. Stay

tuned in next weeks for more information around "The Dark Whispers" and the news inside the world of Hazen.

Key features:

Discover the beauty of episodically Hack'Slash game, a world that grows more and more (adding more content and
features on each chapter (episode).
Expand the game downloading patches (adding content for each episode).
Be part of one detailed Action game, with deep character development possibilities.
Advanced combat system will make the battles "a true delight" and totally unpredictable.
Thousand of different items will be at your disposal (common, magic, unique, set, ancients and specially designed
crafted items).
Also a lot of special moves (combos) will give you the opportunity to discover ancient scrolls and use them vs. your
enemies.
Freedom to develop your character (you can pick whatever you consider most suitable for your playing style). Pure
brutal Warrior, mighty Wizard or swift Archer, hmm... or maybe something more balanced - it depends on you.
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Title: Hazen: The Dark Whispers
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Dagger Games
Publisher:
Strategy First
Release Date: 28 Apr, 2010

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista or Windows XP SP2
Processor: Intel Pentium 4 2.0 GHz or AMD Athlon with SSE2 instruction support
Memory: 1 GB RAM (1.5 GB for Vista)
Graphics: 128 MB with hardware PS 2.0 support
DirectX®: DirectX 9.0
Hard Drive: 3 GB free space
Sound: DirectX compatible

English
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poor hack'n slash game.
nothing new under the hood, some settings are good but the overall impression is that is a bad diablo copy.
avoid it even if you like the genre, there are beter things around. Win7 64bit start problem solution:

Start menu > Control Panel > Hardware and Sound > Sound > Double-click on primary playback device > Advanced tab > Set
format to 24-bit 44.1khz or 48khz. Buy any of the following games instead
Diablo 2
Torchlight 2

If cannnot afford,
Path of Exile. It's horrible..... I played this game to its crappy completion and all I can say is don't buy it. Not even if it is a
dollar, too many good games out to play this garbage.. This game is awful. I cannot recommend it at all. The gameplay is
frustrating, the fun factor is non-existent and you'll wish you'd never heard of it after spending 20 minutes playing it. There are
no more episodes for this game as the first one was so bad, the company that made it went under. Avoid this game as much as
possible.
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Hazen: The Dark Whispers is problematic in one specific way. The problem is not with this game but with games themselves, or
at least with the RPG genre. Playing Hazen, I couldn\u2019t shake the nagging question: Where is \u201cup\u201d from here?
. This is the worst ARPG I've ever played.
Broken, abandoned junk. There is no part 2 for a reason.

The game play is slow, unresponsive and ganky, the 3D graphics look like they were pulled from a Game Cube.
If you must buy an ARPG get ether Torchlight 1\/2, Van Hellsing, Titan quest, Grim Dawn or any other less known ARPGs.

Or go for gold just get 'Path of Exile' and never look back.
 Look on Youtube for videos of Hazen, it's plain broken and bad.. The dev's have gave up on this game as soon as it released I
just wish there was a way to make a unsupported patch for this game to fix the many game breaking bugs.. It's not good in any
way, but not as horrible as some make it out to be. Graphics are OK for a Dungeon Siege Wannabee, but it feels slow-paced and
clunky, loot distribution is uninspired, missions nowhere to be seen. There are so many games in this genre way better than this.
Still, worth a try if you get it dirt-cheap and if you have played the better games already to death. Even though you probably
cant't stand it for very long.. Like the music, the feeling of old RPG, it relaxas me, no need to rush anything. Cheers. Okay, I
initially classified this game in my "This Game Sucks"-category (only after spending a few hours on it). I actually reloaded this
game and forced myself to learn and play the game. Objectively, it's pretty sound - as most hack-n-slash follow similar key-
binding layouts and mouse-behaviours of well-known games of this genre (i.e. Diablo). I think the majority of the negative
reviews come from those that have played Diablo or similar hack-n-slash games as Hazen introduces a differing layout for
control movement and attack. I played this game with the notion - "this is not Diablo, don't expect it to be Diablo". Looking
beyond that, the game does quench the hack-n-slash thirst for those willing to overlook it's unique default control layout.. An ok
action RPG if you ask me. It has graphics that are cartoony (similar to Torchlight) and somewhat realistic. It mixes both of them
really. I'm not that far in, but I really haven't seen much a story so far. Gameplay is like any other action RPG, so, lots of combat
and a bit of quest solving while doing that. For a cheap game it's not that bad. Bit unpolished maybe. And I've been told it's
pretty short (since it's an episode). My advice ? Hmm, I don't know... But I'm sure you can find out on your own if this is the
game for you.

[Rating: 61\/100]. Game starts with no story, no reason why you are there, just begins with you holding an axe outside of town
with skeletons coming to attack you.

Click to attack, the character swings his arm instead of the axe. Skeletons dont seem to mind, they die anyway.

Go into town, no story at all, just asked to get some keys to lock a gate. The skeletons wont be able to get in if the door is
locked.

As I walk around, scenery pops in everywhere. Graphical glitches are frequent. Ambient sound loops for abour 4 seconds before
it repeats.

I spec to be a mage as I usually do in these Diablo clones. Find a basic staff, and start shooting ice bolts at skeletons. 45-50 dmg.
I upgrade my INT and skill level, and start to do 65 dmg. I run out of mana, and start swinging my staff. 250 damage per hit, one
shotting everything.

Find a donkey which gives you a quest. Nothing appears on the screen, I have to go into the quest log to find it. Apparently the
town in which I came not only has a locked doors issue, but now needs flour. This donkey has flour. Time to save the day via
bread.

Then it crashed.

Best part of the game in my opinion.. Is there a way to remove this game from my library? I'm so ashamed that all my friends
can see I have bought this..... Standard Diablo clone. Looks cheap, plays cheap, dont remember what I paid for it but it was
probably too much.
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